
MDL/SSN Verification Overview 
 
When is a voter registration verified?  
 
A voter registration is “verified” when: 
 
SVRS matches the registrant’s name, date of birth (DOB), and Minnesota driver license (MDL) or identification 
card (MID) number on the voter registration record to an existing record in the Department of Public Safety 
Driver and Vehicle Services (DVS) database. (M.S. 201.121, subd. 1; M.R. 8200.9310, subd. 2 (1)) 

 
OR 
 
The county auditor “reasonably concludes” that information in the voter registration record and information in 
DVS database relate to the same person. (M.S. 201.121, subd. 1; M.R. 8200.9310, subd. 2 (2))  
 
OR 
 
SVRS matches the last four digits of the social security number (L4 SSN) on the voter registration record to 
information in the Social Security Administration (SSA) database. (M.S. 201.121, subd. 1; M.R. 8200.9310, subd. 2 (1))  
 
How does a voter registration become “verified”? 
 
Every night, SVRS sends information from new voter registrations and updated registrations that included 
changes in name, DOB, or identification number (MDL, MID or L4 SSN) to DVS.  DVS passes on those 
records queued to be verified SSN to the SSA. 
 
DVS sends back to SVRS:  

• MDL matches 
• MDL possible matches 
• Failed MDL (no match found)  

 
SSA, through DVS, sends back to SVRS: 

• SSN matches 
• Failed SSN (could not confirm a match)  

 
SVRS automatically adds a “MDL verified” status or “SSN verified” status to all voter registration records that 
come back from the specified database with a match.  
 
Records that are returned from:  

• DVS with possible matches or no matches or  
• SSA with no matches  

 
are listed in the Voters with MN DL or SSN that Failed Verification report and are queued in MDL/SSN 
Verification in SVRS. Through the MDL/SSN verification queue, county auditors can “auditor verify” as many 
registration as possible and process the records that cannot be verified. Auditors must review the report and 
process records within 10 days. (M.S. 201.121, subd. 1 (c) (d) (e)); M.R. 8200.9310, subp. 2 (c)) 
 
Verification Scenarios 
 
Scenario 1: Voter provides MDL/MID & L4SSN  
1a: DVS comes back with MDL match (Voter record automatically marked as “verified”) 
1b: DVS comes back with MDL possible match (Queued for auditor review)  
1c: DVS comes back with no MDL match (Queued for auditor review/auditor must queue to send to SSA) 

- Record is sent to SSA  
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o 1d: SSA comes back with SSN match (Voter record automatically marked as “verified”) 
o 1e: SSA comes back with no SSN match(Queued for auditor review)  

 
Scenario 2: Voter provides only MDL/MID  
2a: DVS comes back with MDL match (Voter record automatically marked as “verified”) 
2b: DVS comes back with MDL possible match (Queued for auditor review)   
2c: DVS comes back with no MDL match (Queued for auditor review)    
 
Scenario 3: Voter provides only L4 SSN 
(Before being sent to SSA, voter record is sent to DVS to check for existence of MDL/MID) 
3a: DVS comes back with MDL match (Voter record automatically marked as “verified”)  
3b: DVS comes back with MDL possible match (Queued for auditor review)    
3c: DVS comes back with no MDL match (Automatically sent to SSA)     

- Record is sent to SSA 
o 3c: SSA comes back with SSN match (Voter record automatically marked as “verified”) 
o 3d: SSA comes back with no SSN match (Queued for auditor review)   

 
Scenario 4: Voter has checked the box for No ID #s  
4a: DVS comes back with MDL possible match (Queued for auditor review) 
4b: DVS comes back with no MDL match (Voter record automatically marked as “verified – no match”)  
 
Auditor Verification  
Auditors must review and attempt to “auditor-verify” voter registrations within ten days after they appear in the 
SVRS report/queue. (See Registrations Overdue for Auditor Verification for registrations passed this 10-day 
deadline.) (M.R. 8200.9310, subp. 2 (c))     
 
As described above, DVS returns possible MDL matches back to SVRS. Any records that SVRS could not 
exactly match with DVS are given to the auditor with possible matches. The auditor can then determine if there 
is a match based on the information given or other information. 
 
Possible Matches  
Compare the name, DOB and ID number provided by DVS with the same information in the SVRS voter 
registration record. If it can be reasonably concluded that the records are for the same individual, the voter 
registration record can be “auditor-verified.”  
 
Note: An address match between the SVRS and DVS records is not necessary to verify a registration record. 
 
What if the MDL or MID number on the voter registration application record is not quite the same 
as the number on a DVS record that is a possible match? 
This could happen if there is a transposition of numbers or other data entry error on the voter’s record, or if the 
voter made a mistake copying the number onto the application. If there is a difference between the MDL or 
MID number on the voter registration record and the DVS record for the same person, the county auditor must 
always correct the voter record to match the correct DVS record. SVRS has a “copy DVS number” feature to 
make it easy to update the voter record number accurately. After applying the number, the voter can be verified 
by selecting “Auditor Verified” from the drop down menu.   
 
What if the voter did not provide a MDL or MID (instead providing the L4 SSN) and a record from 
the DVS information matches the voter record information? 
If it can be reasonably concluded that the information provided on the voter registration application and the 
information provided in the verification process reasonably relate to the same person, apply the correct number 
to the voter registration record. After applying the number, the voter can be verified by selecting “Auditor 
Verified” from the drop down menu.   
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No Matches 
What if there is no ID number on the voter record (the voter has marked the “I don’t have any of 
these” checkbox) and there is not an exact DVS match nor do any of the possible DVS matches 
match the voter record?  
The auditor may verify the record by choosing "Auditor Verified," with a sub-status of "no match." This means 
that the voter has not been issued a driver license number, and that the auditor could not reasonably conclude 
that the information provided on the VRA and the information provided by DVS in the verification process relate 
the same person. When there is actually no MDL, MID or SSN issued to the person, SVRS will use the system-
generated voter ID number as the verification number for the record.    
 
What if the voter provided an MDL or MID number MN and an L4 SSN, but there is no DL/ID match 
or none of the possible MDL matches match the voter record?    
The auditor sends the record to be checked against the SSA database. First, remove DL # from the DL 
field (place the DL # in the voter record comment field to retain it), then change the status to “To be 
Verified SSN.”     
   
Choosing “Auditor Failed Verification” 
The auditor would select “Auditor Failed Verification” when:  

• there is not a MDL or MID match for the number provided on the VRA  
• the auditor cannot reasonably conclude that any of the MDL/MID potential matches sufficiently match 

the information provided on the VRA   
• there is not an SSN match for the number provided on the VRA  

 
The auditor must attempt to obtain the information by mail, telephone or email. When marked “Auditor Failed 
Verification” an appropriate notice is queued for the voter according to whether the voter record is listed as 
“Must Show ID” or not. If the necessary information cannot be obtained via phone or email, the county auditor 
must mail the notice to the voter and correct the voter’s registration record to “Challenged – Unverifiable.”  
 
The voter may provide the necessary information prior to 21 days before the next election or at the polling 
place on election day. After the required information is received, then the Challenge can be removed. (M.R. 
8200.3100; M.R. 8200.5500; M.R. 8200.9310)  
  
 
FAQs 
  
What causes a voter record to have the “Must Show ID” requirement? 
A voter who submits their voter registration application by mail or online and who has not previously voted in 
Minnesota in a federal election has the “Must Show ID” flag placed on their registration record upon entry into 
SVRS. 
 
The requirement to show identification is automatically removed when the voter is verified. If a voter fails 
verification, the requirement stays on the record and the voter must be sent a notice about the next steps. The 
auditor also marks the record “Challenged – Unverifiable.” A voter that successfully completes the steps 
outlined in the notice has the challenge and Show ID notation removed from their registration.    
 
“Deficient” registration versus “Incomplete” registration 
A “deficient” registration is not the same thing as an “incomplete” registration.  
 
A deficient registration is an application that does not contain all the required information pursuant to M.S. 
201.071. A registration missing the voter’s name, DOB, ID number or signature is considered deficient.  
 
A deficient registration is pended within the statewide voter registration system. SVRS queues a letter for the 
auditor to mail to the voter to collect the missing information.  
 
An incomplete registration is a registration that could not be verified.  
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Can a voter registration application be entered into SVRS if the MDL or MID is missing and no 
L4SSN is supplied?  
The county auditor should enter the voter registration application into SVRS even if the application does not 
have an MDL, MID or L4SSN. This application is not initially pended as “deficient.” During the verification 
process, SVRS will search to see if there is an MDL or MID number that should be used for the voter 
registration, and will provide possible matches to the auditor. 
 
If it can be reasonably concluded that the information provided on the voter registration application and the 
information provided in the verification process reasonably relate to the same person, apply the MDL or MID to 
the voter registration record. After applying the number, the voter can be verified by selecting “Auditor Verified” 
from the drop down menu.  
 
If an MDL or MID match is not found, the voter registration application is deficient, and the auditor must send 
the voter a notice of deficient registration. (M.R. 8200.2900)    
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